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A complete menu of Asian City Restaurant from Humble covering all 20 meals and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Simeon Farrell likes about Asian City Restaurant:
it took a very long time (about an hour) for our hibachi chef to arrive. And i did have a reservation. With small

kids, this was not my favorite part of the night. Our server was nice. i would return again but probably NOT at the
hibachi table. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or

physical limitations. What Ollie Turcotte doesn't like about Asian City Restaurant:
Horrible service/ Language barriers , dirty did not HONOR my reservation saying they don’t have anything just
HORIBLE EVEN showed them my confirmation and still said sorry read more. For you, Asian City Restaurant

from Humble prepares tasty sushi (e.g., Nigiri and Inside-Out), in numerous other versions, with fresh ingredients
like fish, vegetables and meat, The creative fusion of different dishes with fresh and partially daring products is
highly valued by the guests - a nice example of Asian Fusion. At the bar, you can also relax after the meal (or
during it) with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, and a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat are

used to prepare easily digestible Japanese meals.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Toas�
TOAST

Sush� Special�
PHILADELPHIA ROLL

Soup
WONTON SOUP

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

TEXAS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

BROCCOLI

TUNA

BEEF

SHRIMP

CHICKEN

YELLOWTAIL
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